


our story  
begins with  
our logo

Once upon a time in New York City,  
two men sat down for what would 
be an interesting conversation.

That day, they sketched an
iconic identity. A bunny skull  
and crossbones. Two elements  
working as one. Rebellion with  
style, sophisticated mischief
so to speak.



from  
neckties to  
polos to 
eyewear
a full
lifestyle  
brand



not just a polo
Signature Classic Pique Properties

not all  
polos &tees  
are created

Equal

5 Taped shoulder to maintain form

6 Side vents for added comfort

7 Crease resistant collar

8 Blazer friendly collar

9 Banded memory cuff
4

Mother-of-Pearl buttons1

2 Exclusive diamondknit pique

3 Classic Psycho Bunny 
logo  (Over 4000 stitches)

Made in Peru with only  
the finest Pima Cotton
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Elevated or dressed down,  
our polos and tees are

the best you will ever own.
Period.



global distribution
UK
Distribution

Spain
Distribution

Japan
18 stores

North America
250 premium specialty boutiques

-
-
-
-
-

Latin America
10 monobrand stores

-

-



Color
Makes
Character

Tradition is ourfoundation, the pillar to 
whichour high-quality products
are made.

But only following tradition could hold
us back from our  true potential.

Instead, we bring edge  to tradition and
our Color  Makes Character motto is inspired
by a life rich in risk and reward.

brand DNA



profile
Our Customer

Ethnically diverse

Income 100k+

New Adults 35 year old

International

Interested in travel



profile
Our Customer

Works indesign,  
tech or finance

Has a partner

Grad school educated

Has kids

Wants to stand out



why dothey  
shop us?

Our Customer

- Not satisfied with looking like the  
majority of his peers Psycho Bunny  
offers a fun vibrant edge.

- We inspire them to step outside  
of their comfortzones

- Looking past legacy brands which
represent fitting-in and what their
parents might have worn.

- Wearing the bunny logo is a  
mischevious push against the  
status quo.

- The quality of our products  
makesour first-time customers  
into longtime fans.



360 integrated digital media plan



social media

Followers 120,000
Average Post Reach 7,000

Average Engagement Rate
Industry average 2.63%

5.49%

Followers 68,000
Average Post Reach 5,700
Average Engagement Rate 5.1%

Instagram

Instagram audience size increased  
9 8 %  in 2018

Highly engaged community with  
above average engagement rate

Amplified brand visibility with  
on-going influencerprogram

Facebook



aventura mall Holiday pop-up



aventura permanent store



aventura permanentstore



manifesto
One day we cancelled our  
membership to the polo club.

We set forth, with candor to carve  
our own mark. Then added ears to it.

Our mark became a symbol.  
Andour collective grew.

From buccaneers, charting a  
course to islands of mischief.

To gents that hustle, in  
diamond stripesocks.

We seek adventure rich with risk and
rewards. So let’s sail against the sea
of sameness, the ocean of ordinary.

Let’s ruffle our knot.  
Sharpen our edge.
And discreetly stand out.



Eyewear Launch 
Fall 2020

Color
Makes
Character



Spring Hinges
Great Color 
Combinations

Creative use of laminate 
construction

Superior Quality
Construction Mischievous splashes

of color

NOT ALL FRAMES ARE CREATED EQUAL

Distinctive Branding



eyewear inspiration 

As the brand evolved, the idea 
of eyewear came to the 
forefront 

It was an ideal opportunity to 
use the same philosophy to 
create eyewear that was 
different – that combined 
tradition with an edge

Distinctive eyewear with a nod 
to the classics but with a sense 
of irreverence and dash of 
creativity

PB 101

PB 102

PB 100



Bold with striking colors 
and material combinations, 
the eyewear collection was 
borne.

Featuring products with an 
amazing attention to detail, 
superior craftsmanship and 
a sense of mischief.

eyewear inspiration PB 103

PB 104

PB 105



eyewear inspiration PB 106

PB 107

PB 108

Stainless Steel and Titanium 
Materials



eyewear inspiration PB 109

PB 110

PB 111

Distinctive styling and 
material combinations



eyewear inspiration 
PB 112

PB 113

Striking metal styles  



In-store materials

Eye-catching in-store 
materials that are true to 
the brand and certain to be 
noticed.

Acrylic Name Block

6 pc. Tower Display

Counter Cards



MEN OF MISCHIEF 
Joe Doucet | Designer

A Texan, living in New York, by way of 
California, Joe Doucet’s background is a little 
bit different than most. So, too, are the things 
he designs. In his eyes, that goes hand in hand 
— his products are different because his 
approach is different because his background is 
different. 

It’s hard to boil what Joe does down to a single 
word. Sure, he’s a designer, but he does so 
much more than just design. He solves 
problems by taking what he learns in one field 
and applying it to another — by making new 
rules, if you will.



There are some people you meet that simply 
captivate you. They ask the right questions, they 
always want to know more — and you always 
want to know more about them. When we met 
Lucio Carlomusto while eating at one of his 
restaurants, that’s exactly what happened. 

It wasn’t planned, but it was pretty obvious that 
Lucio was our type of guy. The kind that takes 
risks — but risks that pay off because he puts in 
the work. So, after our meal, we sat down with him 
to talk about how he went from business school to 
thinking about how to put his city on the map by 
paying attention to the little things.

MEN OF MISCHIEF 
Lucio Carlomusto | Restaurateur



We often think that professional athletes are in the 
best shape, but ask DJ Townsel and he’ll tell you 
that’s not always the case. As a professional football 
player, DJ turned to yoga to keep his body limber. 
Since stepping away from the gridiron, yoga has 
become his lifestyle. 

But DJ isn’t the only one who’s benefitted from it —
so, too, have those he interacts with. In the seven 
years since he started practicing, DJ’s goal has gone 
from staying flexible to showing people that they, 
too, can turn to yoga to centre themselves.

MEN OF MISCHIEF 
DJ Townsel| NFL Receiver / Yogi



MEN OF MISCHIEF 
Ken Thwaits| Race Car Driver

Growing up on and around a racetrack, but still 
without a driver’s license of his own, when Ken was 
a fifteen-year-old, his need for speed stronger than 
his conscience, he would load their go-karts into his 
father’s 1957 Chevy van to go race. 

By eighteen Ken was racing his father’s cars 
regularly, and he went pro in 1984 going on to win 
the Formula Mazda Pro Championship in 1985 and 
raced in the Long Beach Grand Prix three years in a 
row. 

Thirty-five years later, and now sixty-two-years-old. 
Thwaits’ still collects and races cars — his passion 
for going fast is as strong as ever. Never letting go 
of the risk and reward lifestyle that has marked his 
life, we head out to Nashville to watch Ken race and 
learn a bit more about the man behind the wheel. 



Exclusively from:
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